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6 May 2022 
 
 
 
David Katz 
Market and Security of Supply Manager 
Transpower (as the System Operator) 
PO Box 1021 
WELLINGTON 
 
Sent via email: system.operator@transpower.co.nz  
 
 
 
Dear David  

Draft Security of Supply Forecasting and Information Policy and Emergency 

Management Policy 

Firstgas Group welcomes the opportunity to comment on Transpower’s “Security of Supply 

Forecasting and Information Policy and Emergency Management Policy Review” released in 

April 2022.1  

Firstgas Group is an organisation consisting of Rockgas, Firstgas, Flexgas and Gas Services NZ. We 

own and operate gas transmission and distribution systems across the North Island, providing natural 

gas to many gas-fired electricity generators. We also own and operate Ahuroa Gas Storage that some 

owners of gas-fired electricity generation use to store their gas. Given these interests, our comments 

are focused on ensuring any gas-related information gathering or assumptions are appropriate in the 

context of the security of supply arrangements. For more information about Firstgas Group’s 

businesses, refer to Attachment 1. 

Transpower proposes various changes to the Security of Supply Forecasting and Information Policy 

(SOSFIP) and the Emergency Management Policy (EMP), including the assumptions around gas 

reallocation in the electricity risk curve modelling. These risk curves are important for defining when 

Official Conservation Campaigns (OCCs) start and stop. 

Our primary concern is that the proposed options for assumptions around gas reallocation represent a 

change in the underlying philosophy of the risk curves. Options that seek to monitor commercial 

contracts for on-selling of gas for electricity generation is a significant departure from the historical 

focus on physical capability. This is not a technical matter suitable for inclusion in a document 

incorporated by reference.2 Rather, these changes should be subject to the ordinary consultation 

processes of the Electricity Authority. 

We consider that the issues raised in the 2021 Dry Year Event Review (the MartinJenkins report)3 

would be better addressed by embracing the OCC triggers as the blunt instruments originally intended 

and adopting a radically simplified methodology. Our detailed comments to selected consultation 

questions are provided in Attachment 2. In Attachment 3, we propose simplified methodologies for 

the setting of OCC start- and stop-triggers, and for the setting of watch and alert risk status curves.  

 

1 Available from https://www.transpower.co.nz/system-operator/stakeholder-interaction/invitation-comment-draft-security-

supply-forecasting-and  
2 Section 2(1)(a) of Schedule 1 of the Electricity Industry Act 2010 requires that documents incorporated by reference only 

contain “technical matters” 
3 Available from https://www.ea.govt.nz/assets/dms-assets/29/Consultation-2021-Dry-Year-event-review.pdf  

mailto:system.operator@transpower.co.nz
https://www.transpower.co.nz/system-operator/stakeholder-interaction/invitation-comment-draft-security-supply-forecasting-and
https://www.transpower.co.nz/system-operator/stakeholder-interaction/invitation-comment-draft-security-supply-forecasting-and
https://www.ea.govt.nz/assets/dms-assets/29/Consultation-2021-Dry-Year-event-review.pdf
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Contact details 

Firstgas Group would welcome the opportunity to meet with Transpower and / or Electricity Authority 

staff to discuss the points we have raised in our submission. To arrange this meeting or if you have 

any questions, please contact Callum McLean on 027 201 6600 or via email at 

callum.mclean@firstgasgroup.co.nz.  

Yours sincerely 

 

  

Karen Collins 

Regulatory and Policy Manager 

mailto:callum.mclean@firstgasgroup.co.nz
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Attachment 1   About Firstgas Group   

Our vision is to lead the delivery of New Zealand’s energy in a changing world. Our mission is to safely 

and reliably deliver energy that’s affordable and accessible to Kiwi families and businesses. We’re 

really proud of this and of the important role we play in Kiwis’ lives.  

Firstgas Group is an organisation consisting of Rockgas, Firstgas, Flexgas and Gas Services NZ. 

Firstgas and Rockgas are consumer brands that supply LPG and natural gas to over 500,000 

customers through gas distribution channels that consist of over 2,500 kilometres of high-pressure 

transmission pipeline and 4,800 kilometres of distribution pipeline in the North Island, 36 local LPG 

suppliers, and over 180 LPG bottle fill locations across New Zealand.  

Flexgas and Gas Services NZ are energy storage, operations and maintenance providers who make 

sure gas can be delivered safely and continuously. Flexgas operates the Ahuroa gas storage facility in 

central Taranaki. Gas Services NZ provides operational and maintenance support to all gas 

infrastructure owners, including the businesses within Firstgas Group.4 

New Zealand’s homes have benefited from having a choice of energy sources to meet their household 

needs. Currently there are over 500,000 households in New Zealand who enjoy natural gas and LPG 

in their homes, predominantly using gas for cooking, instant hot water, and heating.  

Firstgas is investigating opportunities for using our assets and skills in ways that help to reduce 

New Zealand’s carbon emissions. Our gas transmission and distribution networks cover much of the 

North Island and are ideally placed to support the development, transfer, and use of emerging fuels 

such as hydrogen and/or biogas. Our LPG network is the most extensive in New Zealand and can 

integrate fuels with lower emissions that can be sourced from new production plants in New Zealand 

or from overseas. 

 

 

    

 

  

 

4 For more information about Firstgas Group, visit www.firstgas.co.nz , www.rockgas.co.nz , www.flexgas.co.nz  

http://www.firstgas.co.nz/
http://www.rockgas.co.nz/
http://www.flexgas.co.n/
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Attachment 2: Response to selected consultation questions 

 

Question Comment 

Q1 Do you agree with the assessment of 
benefits and dis-benefits with the 
current (status quo) gas reallocation 
assumptions used in the ERC 
modelling? 

If not, why? 

We disagree.  

The assessment overlooks the most important 
consideration and takes irrelevant considerations into 
account. We support ‘Option 1’ that retains the existing 
approach to setting assumptions about the capability of 
gas-fired electricity generation. 

The risk percentage curves are, by design, a blunt 
instrument. Their primary purpose is to provide a metric 
with which the regulator can define when an OCC will 
occur. The analysis at the time of establishing the risk 
percentage curves and the OCC trigger showed a wide 
range of triggers could efficiently be used (roughly 5% to 
15%). In keeping with the inherent imprecision, the 
regulator settled on a round 10% as the OCC trigger. 
When it set that trigger, the regulator intended that would 
become the yardstick against which it would judge market 
behaviour.  

The regulator chose a dynamic trigger that would vary 
with the capability of the power system but wanted the 
trigger to be insensitive to market behaviour. The 
regulator didn’t expect or purport to know in advance if 
gas should be reallocated from gas users to gas-fired 
electricity generators. It was intended this would be a 
commercial matter driven by the relative value to the 
parties involved. If it were subsequently shown that gas 
wasn’t being reallocated to electricity generation and it 
should have, then that would be a policy matter outside of 
the security of supply framework (such as design of the 
electricity or gas wholesale markets).5 

Against that history, it is surprising to read in paragraph 
57 that the regulator has “indicated to the system 
operator that it requires that the SOSFIP be updated to 
better reflect prevailing conditions when assuming the 
amount of gas available in the ERCs.” This apparent 
philosophical departure from the origins of the regime is 
certainly within the remit of the regulator but should be 
subject to its ordinary Electricity Industry Participation 
Code (Code) amendment processes, rather than 
requesting a change to the less scrutinised SOSFIP. The 
SOSFIP is a document incorporated by reference into the 
Code, so should only deal with “technical matters” as 
required by section 2(1)(a) of Schedule 1 of the Electricity 
Industry Act 2010.  

The most important consideration the system operator 
should be taking into account is giving effect to the 
requirements of clause 9.23 of the Code which means a 
simple, blunt measure that reflect the capability of the 
power system and is insensitive to market behaviour. 
Against that consideration, ‘Option 1’ is clearly the best 
option. 

Nearly all of the benefits and disbenefits set out by the 
system operator fall into one of two categories: how the 
existence or non-existence of contracts for thermal fuels 
represents risk, and the incentives on market behaviour. 

 

5 The Gas Industry Company published its Gas Market Settings Investigation in which it concluded “The vast majority of those 

we heard from concluded that the market, commercial and regulatory settings for gas for the most part work well and are 

manageable.” Refer paragraph 5.1 available at https://www.gasindustry.co.nz/our-work/work-programmes/gas-market-settings-

investigation/#developing   

https://www.gasindustry.co.nz/our-work/work-programmes/gas-market-settings-investigation/#developing
https://www.gasindustry.co.nz/our-work/work-programmes/gas-market-settings-investigation/#developing
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Question Comment 

In light of the origins of clause 9.23 of the Code, these 
are irrelevant considerations. 

Making the risk percentage curves more sensitive to the 
existence or non-existence of contracts for thermal fuels 
gives market participants too much power to influence 
when an OCC occurs. Parties to those contracts will have 
better information about the risk of an OCC than the rest 
of the market. The market should not be able to directly 
alter the timing of the regulator’s intervention. 

Q11: Do you have a preferred option 
(Option 1, Option 2, or Option 3)? 

If so, why? 

Do you have an alternative option? 

If so, please give details of how it 
would work and the benefits and 
downsides 

We prefer Option 1, for the reasons set out in our answer 
to question one. 

In our answer to question thirteen, we set out a simplified 
option for setting OCC triggers. 

Q12: Do you agree that the OCC trigger 
calculation should remain 
unchanged? If not, why? 

We agree it is not within the System Operator’s mandate 
to change it. 

Q13: Should the Authority review the 
trigger for an OCC? Why? 

Yes, though we note the Electricity Authority has since 
committed to a review of security of supply 
arrangements. 

Q14: Do you think the SOSFIP should treat 
electricity demand response with a 
similar methodology to gas 
reallocation? If not, why? 

Yes, a similar methodology should be applied to be 
supply and demand. We favour ‘Option 1’ for both. 

Q16: Do you agree the system operator 
should be using the medium/P50 
demand forecast? If not, which 
forecast should be used and why? 

We agree. 

Q17: Do you agree with retaining the 
percentage risk curves and removing 
the risk status curves? If not, why? 

We disagree.  

The System Operator should instead implement a 
simplified version of the risk status curves and give no 
prominence to the percentage risk curves. 

In making its proposal, the System Operator relies on 
(among other reasons) “the MartinJenkins report 
indicates industry preference for the percentage risk 
curves” and “the percentage risk curves are…easier for 
stakeholders to…understand.” These reasons cannot be 
relied on. Risk percentage curves are widely and badly 
misunderstood. On page 10 of the MartinJenkins report, 
the authors assert “We found the percentage risk curves 
to be broadly accepted and understood in the industry…” 
However, in the preceding paragraph, the authors 
conclude that the security of supply situation (on 10 April 
2021) meant “the probability of future shortage was still 
under 1%.” This is a common misinterpretation of the 
data. 

The risk quantified by the risk percentage curves is highly 
abstract. There are three key assumptions that most 
stakeholders do not appreciate. The risk percentage 
curves measure the risk of hydro storage reaching 
zero GWh assuming: 

1. There is no demand reduction from OCCs or 
rolling outages.6 If someone is prepared to 
accept that rolling outages will be effective, 

 

6 This was an entirely necessary assumption for the regulator to make when setting the OCC trigger, as attempting to account 

for the demand reduction produces a mathematical circularity that prevents a solution. 
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Question Comment 

then the actual chance of hydro storage 
reaching zero GWh is always 0%. 

2. The next 12 months is the period of modelled 
risk. Most stakeholders infer more imminence 
than the modelling actually uses. 

3. The electricity market acts, at all times, to 
minimise use of hydro storage. This is not how 
the market behaves, nor should it. Most 
stakeholders infer that the risk presented by 
the risk percentages curves is more realistic 
than they actually are.7 

Given the (necessarily) abstract nature of the risk, the 
risk percentage curves don’t quantitatively tell us 
anything useful about actual risks. We do not accept the 
risk percentage curves are actually easier to explain if the 
goal is stakeholders understanding something 
meaningful. 

Fundamentally, the risk percentage curves are a metric 
for the regulator to define the point of regulatory 
intervention in the form of an OCC. Once that regulatory 
intervention is defined, then it creates the financial and 
reputational risk that stakeholders are most interested in. 
The purpose of the Watch and Alert statuses should be to 
indicate an imminent risk of an OCC. 

In paragraph 95(d) and (e), the system operator 
expresses various concerns with the current ‘rate of 
decline’ methodology used for setting the watch and alert 
status curves. While still superior to the 1% and 4% risk 
percentage curves, the complexity of the ‘rate of decline’ 
methodology does not appear warranted. We propose 
the system operator adopt a simplified approach to 
setting the risk status curves, and give no prominence to 
the risk percentage curves. An example of simplified risk 
status curves is shown in Attachment 3. 

Q18: Do you agree with our proposed 
methodology moving forwards? If not, 
why? 

We disagree.  

Paragraph 101 states the Watch / Alert curves will have a 
minimum level that “corresponds” to the Emergency 
status curve. We consider that having ‘Watch’, ‘Alert’ and 
‘Emergency’ triggered simultaneously would defeat the 
purpose of having ‘Watch’ and ‘Alert’ statuses. 

Q19: Do you agree with the proposed 
changes on the increased reporting 
obligation? 

If not, why? 

We disagree.  

The EMP should be silent on this topic. The System 
Operator should be working toward having daily data 
available at all times. Recipients of system operator 
updates should be able to select the frequency of data 
delivery that suits them. From time to time, the system 
operator ought to remind recipients they have this option. 
None of this ought to warrant regulation. At most, there 
should be a contractual obligation on the system operator 
to do this. 

Q20: Do you agree that reporting an 
estimated length of time to the 4% 
and Emergency risk curve once daily 
reporting is commenced is a useful 
metric for industry? If not, why? 

We agree that some measure of ‘time to emergency’ has 
value. However, it may be more effective to use existing 
simulated storage trajectories (SSTs) for this purpose 
and save on modelling costs. The first date on which an 
SST crosses the emergency curve would estimate a 
lower (earliest) bound for ‘time to emergency’. 

 

7 Page 11 of the MartinJenkins report describes this divergence between the model and stakeholders’ expectations as “The 

core of disagreement was the distinction between what the industry “could” do, as compared to what the industry “would” do.” 
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Question Comment 

Q21: Do you agree that proactively 
providing information relating to 
security of supply should be written 
into the SOSFIP? If not, why? 

We disagree.  

If this requirement is warranted, it should be proposed 
and consulted upon by the Electricity Authority for 
inclusion in the Code (not the SOSFIP or EMP). 
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Attachment 3: Examples of how a simplified set of OCC triggers and Watch/Alert 

status curves could work 

One of the four factors identified in the MartinJenkins report as undermining confidence in the risk 

curves was ‘sudden movements’. The below chart illustrates this variability with a small selection of 

the movements in the OCC trigger for 2021.8 We agree this is undermining confidence in the risk 

curves. It undermines the value of the OCC trigger as a clear, predictable point of regulatory 

intervention. The market would be better able to avoid OCCs if it had certainty what the trigger is. 

 

The below chart shows the historical 10% risk percentage curves. This masks how much the curves 

moved around, but also gives a sense of the range of eventual results.  

 

 

8 Data sourced from https://www.emi.ea.govt.nz/Environment/Reports  
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We propose that the Electricity Authority’s review of the security of supply arrangements should adopt 

a simplified approach to setting the trigger for OCCs. Given the range of historical results, the trigger 

could be defined as 500 GWh from 1 September to 1 March, 1,000 GWh from 1 May to 1 July, and a 

linear interpolation between 500 GWh and 1,000 GWh at other times of year.  This is drawn in the 

following chart as a red dashed line. 

 

The primary advantage of such a radically simplified approach is to align stakeholders’ expectations 

with the reality of the OCC being a blunt instrument. Market participants will have exact clarity about 

when an OCC is triggered. An OCC trigger that doesn’t move around puts the onus on market 

participants to act to influence the amount of stored hydro energy (rather than the OCC trigger itself). 

If the Electricity Authority adopted a simplified approach to setting the start-trigger for OCCs, it would 

need to amend the exit-trigger for OCCs also (as it is currently linked to the 8% risk percentage curve). 

The simplest approach would be to set the exit-trigger as the start-trigger plus (say) 100 GWh. All 

stakeholders would have a clear and unchanging understanding of what would trigger the end of an 

OCC. In the above chart, we have drawn a simplified exit-trigger (the green dashed line) using a 

simple ‘time to emergency’ methodology. We explain that methodology in the following paragraphs 

that also describes our proposal for how the system operator should set the watch and alert risk status 

curves. 

If the Electricity Authority adopted a simplified methodology for OCC start- and stop-triggers, it should 

also ensure the contingent storage release boundaries and the reserve supply determination are 

aligned and allow continued functioning of the relevant hydro resource consents. 

In our answer to question seventeen, we recommended the System Operator implement a simplified 

version of the watch and alert risk status curves and give no prominence to the percentage risk 

curves. This proposal can work irrespective of how the start- and stop-triggers for OCCs are set. 

The above chart of simplified risk status curves uses a ‘time to emergency’ methodology as follows: 

• Each point of the alert risk status curve is defined as the greater of either the emergency risk 

status curve on the same day plus 100 GWh or the emergency risk status curve in 14 days’ 

time plus 30 GWh per day (a 420 GWh difference). 

• Each point of the watch risk status curve is defined as the greater of either the alert risk status 

curve on the same day plus 100 GWh or the emergency risk status curve in 28 days’ time plus 

30 GWh per day (an 840 GWh difference). 

• Each point of the OCC exit trigger is defined as the greater of either the emergency risk status 

curve on the same day plus 100 GWh or the emergency risk status curve in 7 days’ time plus 

30 GWh per day (a 210 GWh difference). 
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The purpose of the 100 GWh figure is to ensure some minimum levels of separation between the risk 

status curves. This should typically (perhaps never) set the height of the risk curve. The 30 GWh 

figure was chosen as a round, simple figure that reflects a pretty poor day for loss of hydro storage. As 

such, explaining the watch and alert risk status curves is much simpler and unambiguous. Watch 

status means we are four bad weeks away from an OCC. Alert status means we are two bad weeks 

away from an OCC. 

The System Operator should continue to produce and publish the risk percentage curves. However, 

the data should not be at all prominent. The system operator should not promote it in any way. 

Government agencies should not be using the risk percentage curves in public-facing 

communications, and rarely using that dataset when providing advice. 


